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NEW GENERATION OF HOUSEHOLD 
CHEMICALS AND CAR COSMETICS,

 ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND 
SALUBRIOUS
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THE PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN IMPLYING FOR CLEANING BUT NOT DETERGENTS

CleverCLEAN and CleverCOAT products by Nanoformula factory are liquid polymers, is contained the nanoparticles within its 
formulas.  These nanoparticles protect surfaces from negative outside influence and filth.  For example the nanoparticles de-
grade dirt on sunshine (photo catalytic effect) in receipts for windows glass. In virtue of that, window surfaces are guaranteed 
to be clean for a long time. 

Inside the products for kitchen surfaces care are included nonstick additives, which prevents strong burning of food to pro-
tected surfaces (for example kitchen stoves).  Car exterior care products are included nanoparticles protecting car’s painted 
surfaces from abrasive factors. Products for treating of household interior parts (including furniture home appliances, comput-
ers and other home electronics) renews the original looks, shine and beauty also protects from propagation of infections and 
bacteria on the protected surface.

Products for easy-cleaning justify its name – surfaces covered and treated with them can be very easily cleaned without any 
scrapers or chemicals. 

Principle of work is very simple of these easy-cleaning products. They are easy and without any effort applied to surface with 
extremely low consumption. 

The coated mixture forms on air thin, optically transparent layer on the surface. It has polishing effect and fills scratches, other 
problematic spots (for example on glass, painted and other surfaces), polishes them and gives surface its original deep shine 
and color, visually hides scratches, grazes and small cracks on the surface. Protective layer is unnoticeable to the eye; however 
has enough concentration of nanoparticles for covering surface with steady layer to protect and block all unwanted factors.
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FEATURES

Retail price for CleverCLEAN and CleverCOAT products by nanoFormula factory are in 3-4 times more expensive than the price 
of detergents. 

However, the small consumption (approximately 3 grams per square meter) and long working effect (starting from 2 weeks) 
makes using them in 4-8 times cheaper, than using common cleaning chemicals of economy class.  

However most important matter, when using nanoFormula factory products – pollution of our surrounding environment and 
our home with cleaning products decreases for 40-100 times. 

Favourable, natural and healthy living environment are preserved.

SAFETY

There are volatile substances  are contained in most nanotech products which are evaporated and nanoparticles remain 
along on surfaces. It is important because nanoparticles silent epidemic is not enough known yet.

Nanoformula factory products liquid, protective layers and waste don’t content volatile or soluble in water matters, which 
may evaporate or dissolve. So nanoparticles are always bounded by polyers and harmless.
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OWNER NANOFORMULA FACTORY

Nanoformula LTD is one owner of the factory nanoFormula, was established in 1993 as chemicals Trade Company. The owner 
company is Vyacheslav Melnikov. Before established Company he had long experience (more than 16 years) as Scientist in Re-
search Laboratory, later Technologist and then Manager of the Plant for Uranium Dioxide in Estonia. 

The Company activity focus was the supplying over the world by rarely chemical raw materials for large corporations till May, 
2009. When the Company collects enough resources and after 3 years investigation of the applying of nanotechnological in 
several spheres it was established the factory in May, 2010 for producing not expensive nano protective coatings. It was in-
stalled as pilot plant in renew double-decker building with total working area about 600m2 where compact installed two pro-
ducing lines workshop, stock, research laboratory and office area. In same time the company was purchased about 3 hectares 
of the commercial area with gas and water source connections, electricity  where planned expand working area after evaluated 
pilot plant.

QUALITY

Multilevel quality control inserted in the factory. Highly quality specialists are working at the Company in technological, re-
search, quality, economical, logistical and marketing departments. The management group and preproduction group are 
working during day time, but four groups have shift work. The factory is working round the clock.  There is laboratory for con-
trol technological parameters, outgoing inspection of the products and incoming inspection of the raw materials in a factory. 
All data is fixed in factory data base. The company has own servers. 

All working places linked by software and already from stage when the technologist calculates the ordered lot and assigns 
to it number, corresponding groups take on a job to prepare chemical components, packages, labeling. After each shift the 
worker’s group leader creates the report which also fixed in data base.  During preparation the lot’s parameters is controlled 
by laboratory and when the lot is ready, the sampling is prepared. If the quality is good the lot is packaged and lot sample is 
storied in laboratory during 6 months after producing. Each bottle is marked which manufacturing date and each carton has 
code included all information for easy finding all data of the manufacturing history.
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BRAND

All products are produced under brands CleverCLEAN for household application and CleverCOAT for car care and they are 
labeled by first name is branded name and second part is the sphere application: for example, “CleverCLEAN product for Win-
dow” or “CleverCOAT product for Car Glass” and so on.

WARRANTY

The factory warrants 1x40’FCL in month (20 full pallets). The full capacity of the factory is about 15 000 kg in months.

SERVICE

The factory can provide shipment services to port destination according to Incoterm 2010.  

It also can conclude additional agreement about print promotion materials, labels and special site directed to target market in 
target language with partner in territory. 

The factory can provide OEM services. 

The company consults if necessary.

PRICE

All prices for products by Nanoformula factory are in 4-6 times cheaper of analogs. Please ask factory’s worker about current list 
and prices. Minimal lot is one or two stock cartons depended from product.

PLACE

DISTRIBUTING CHANNELS
Distributing channels are wholesale distribution companies, dealers, agents or direct selling to retail supermarkets and DIY 
chains. The factory is able to execute order from one or two cartons and up to 40’FCLs. Small lots probably will be workable 
for companies and individuals in service or cleaning industry. The products may be sold to direct selling companies and by 
electronic commerce. 

The products may be distributed with success by wholesale distributing companies supplied for hotels, restaurants, cleaning 
companies. The good distributing channels are car wash centers and automotive shops.  Factory also sells own products via 
own internet shop but always keep the same level prices as in retail chains at least like in Estonia.



MARKETING COVERAGE
The factory plans coverage USA, UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Germany, Austrian, Norway, Denmark, Finland, Canada, 
Israel.

Clever products mean for daily home and car care cleaning. They cheaper in using compare with common chemicals and may 
be widely selling.  Potential market is calculated by the following methodology: tenth part of families in region will buy one or 
two Clever product in a year. So potential market is huge.

SPECIFIC CHANNELS
Specific channels may be Internet stories over the world.

LOCATIONS
Factory locations are Estonia and regional products stock dislocated in Estonia too.

LOGISTICS
A shipment is preferable by sea from Tallinn port by FCL, however according to order it may be by auto or railway. 

Special shipment may be also by LCL. 

RETURNS
If any problem with quality or quantity the products the factory replaces the products which don’t meet the factory standard.

PROMOTION

As factory products are not widely knowing yet and we can offer promotion discount up to 20% of invoice sum for Customers 
which place orders by full twenty feet containers (20’FCL) . It valid until promotion sum is equal about €100 000.00 per Country 
for first several containers. 

The factory also can offer the products with 2 months delay of payment for orders beginning from 1 x 20’FCL in 2 months regu-
larly and year program 6 x 20’FCL.



PACKAGING

The products for household cleaning (Yellow line) and most products for Car Care (Green line) are packed as set to convenient 
plastic bag included:

Trigger sprayer bottle, 200ml
Microfiber terry cloth Cloth.Terry
Microfiber plain cloth Cloth.Polish
Product information

Car Cleaner (Green line) packed in 450 ml trigger sprayer bottle.

Yellow line and Green line products (Except Car Cleaner) packed in 20 sets cartons. 40 cartons loaded on pallet with base 100 x 
120cm. Pallet’s height is 195cm (8 layers per 5 cartons). Pallet’s gross weight is 325 kg.

Car cleaner (Green line) packed in 12 bottles carton. 112 cartons loaded on pallet with base 100 x 120cm. Pallet height is 198cm 
(7 layers per 16 cartons). Pallet’s gross weight is 750kg.

Each set, 450ml trigger sprayer bottle, 100ml CleverCOAT products, 100mlCleverCLEAN products and cartons has EAN bar code. 
If necessary the factory assigns bar code to each pallet with one kind of product.

Each carton has factory’s code included all data of preparation the lot.

The factory intents to produce products special for retail chains in 100ml bottle in carton box under trade marks CleverCLEAN 
for household and CleverCOAT for car care. It packed in 50PCs carton. There are 112 cartons /5600PCs on pallet.

POSITIONING

PERCEPTION BY CUSTOMER
If Customers are wholesalers and retail chains we see the problem because products are new in market without analogs. Start-
ing price is more expansive compare with usual detergents. Unknown brand and obscure products for general public is also not 
good factor. We divine a negative reaction because nobody will carefully learn products’ features. 

May be it is necessary to print more materials, inviting to leaning courses and testing. We think also that useful will be popular 
articles about products in mass media.
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PERCEPTION BY COMPETITION
We haven’t found analogs for household applicable for retail chains. “Clever” products are not detergents but around products 
in supermarket’s sheves are detergents. In this regards “Clever” products are orphans. However they must be compared with 
just detergents because other nanotechnological products are so expensive that cannot be sold via retail chains. 

The strong factors which allow these products to be competitive with detergents are small consumption and long effect. These 
features allow to be competitive with detergents. If it will be clear explained during promotion these products have possibility 
to have high selling rank.

Main competitor for Car series products are Turtle Wax. The products of this company may be sold in retail chains. The prices of 
this company products some higher however this brand is global and probably Turtle Wax always have first rank yet. It is right 
for all Green line products except Car Cleaner. It has a good features compare with other waterless cleaners in market and has 
clear eco orientation.

PERCEPTION BY GENERAL PUBLIC

All products are new for market but ready for widely selling in retail. They designed for healthy life style both for home and for 
car care application. We think that healthy life style orientation of the “Clever“ products so clear that it fast find understanding 
of General Public. 

The products not only modern but allow the user save the money and serious reduce home pollution. Probably some impulses 
are necessary only to lead the people for these products.

MARKET POSITION

The customers only begin to be interested in CleverCLEAN and CleverCOAT products. All products don’t widely are sold in 
market of European Union yet.  However market probably needs in similar products because expanding of a usual cleaning 
products sooner or later must expire - it reaches own limit.   

nanoFormula Factory. Address: Narva mnt.4,Voka, 71401, Estonia.
Phone: +372 39 71305, fax: +372 39 71 303,  email: info@nanoformula.eu, www.nanoformula.eu


